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ABSTRACT

We choose the nonabelian monopole solution of Bogomolny, Prasad and Sommerfield

as a part of Cauchy data for the evolution of Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs equations. Momentarily

static spherically symmetric data for gravitational fields are obtained numerically via the

Lichnerowicz equation. In the case of generic scaling of fields we have found initial data with

trapped surfaces.
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1. Introduction

Recently several authors attempted to find field-theoretic

1 2 3
configurations which collapse to a black hole . ' ' To solve this

problem completely for a given model one should be able to study thp

global in time evolution of a system; that is not feasible in

general,unfortunateiy.

An alternative would be to use same qualitative

criterla,e.g.,the hoop conjecture which is a generalization of

the condition ffi > 2r (in SchwarzschiId coordinates) for the

existence of black holes in spherical systems.That was the

strategy used in and to some extent also in .The point

is,however,that for noncompact distributions of matter the

precise form of the hoop conjecture is not known while the

standard version fails .Another qualitative condition has been

proven recently for particular geometries with coefficients

which are precisely defined ;in contrast to the hoop conjecture

which is expressed in terms of the ADM mass and the largest

circumference of a body ,this new criterion uses the rest mass

and the proper radius.It is necessary to point out that both

criteria need information which can be obtained only via

integration of a part of the Einstein-matter equations ; for

instance,it is sufficient to solve the constraint equations at a

particular instant of time.

Yet another possibility would be to solve the initial data

for gravitational and matter fields and to look for trapped

surfaces on the Cauchy surface.Trapped surfaces prove the

existence of black holes,modulo certain reservations related to

the validity of the cosmic censorship hypothesis .If to restrict
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to d^td that are momentarily static,then the problem of finding

trapped surfaces of a particular shape is not more laborious than

application af the above aforementioned criteria while the

information we get is more conclusive.

Certainly the assumption of momentarily static initial data

is quite restrictive and most of black holes would never meet that

condition in their history.But,on the other hand the scenario

with symmetric in time initial data strongly appeals to the physical

intuition. Intuitively it is almost obvious that if one

takes a static configuration and adds more and more matter inside

a fixed volume then at certain stage an apparent horizon should

surround a centre of the region; the system ceases to be static at

later times and colUpse^ to a black hole .

Our aim is to apply the above approach to the study of a

magnetic monopole configuration of Einstein-Yang-Mi 1Is-Higgs

theory.Magnetic monopole is a specific field theory configuration

with substantial energy concentrated in a small volume and it is

natural to ask whether it can collapse to a black hole.This

possibility was raised by Hiscock .Such a small black hole with a

magnetic charge can be stable against evaporation via Hawking
8

mechanism

To be specific,we have studied the Bogomo1ny-Prasad-

9
Sommerfield (BPS) monopole coupled to gravitation .An important

part of this work is a definition of a gravitational analogue of

the BPS solution.Me have employed the conformal approach to

initial data of Einstein equations

There are many ways to define the gravitational BPS

a& a result of an arbitrariness in scalings of spherically

symmetric fields.That point is enplained in Sec.E.We have

discussed two most obvious cases ,to get quite different results;

while Sec.3 contains a description of initial data which are

proven to contain trapped surfaces ,th^ next Sec.4 describes

initial data with no apparent horizons.Theorems of Sec. <4 were

proven elsewhere ,but here the absence of trapped surfaces is

proven in a different and simpler way.As an aside question let u5

remark that we have found numerically the Wheeler's1 "bag of gold

IE
configuration" (reminded recently in ) in each of the two

scalings.We do not discuss this point as it has been explained in

detail elsewhere

I I .Conformal approach to moment in time symmetry initial

data of Einstein-Yang-Hills-Higgs equations.

We will study a system of Einstein-Yang-Mi11s-Higgs equations

= 0 (la)

(lb)

(lc)

Here D is the double (gauge and gravity) cavariant derivative,

the nonabelian strength field tensor is given by

(2)

cm
4cm abc

where >4 denotes a gauge potential and *: is the? completely



antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. v' is the energy-momentum

tensor of the Yang-Mi 1ls-Higgs field,

(3)

R^^is the Ricci tensor, <p denotes a scalar field in the adjoint

representation of the SU(21 gauge group; M is its (positive)

LJL>

length at spatial infinity.The spatial part of the metric <.g >

is assumed to be positively definite.

Cauchy data for the evolution of the system (1) consist of A ,

Fa ,<(>a. d.i>/dLt .which are prescribed on a surface I with a

three geometry defined by a metric tensor g^^ and with an

immersion of £ into a <»-dimensiana I space-time given by an

external curvature K^J .This whale set of functions is not

arbitrary.since they have to satisfy the initial value equations

"" "" ' 8 n T°» (*.)

>fc fD°^' : . Ctb)

These equations are highly nonlinear,so it is a nontrivial task to

find a configuration admitted by aiO
For time-symmetric data,which we are interested in,f -0.

KLJ=0 and the initial Einstein constraints reduce to the

single equation

Ue will employ the well known conformal approach
10

to choose

initial data which satisfy Eq.(5).According to this,we assume

A-
ij m * (6)

where / solves the following equation

A / = - £ n Cph f
0* * p v - f

ft J <7)

(A is the flat laplacian ) with the boundary condition at spatial

infinity /=1.

In (7) p ,p are energy densities of instantly at rest Higgs and

Yang-Mills configurations on Z .We assume them to be given by the

BPS solution in Minkowski space,i.e.,

A =0 ,

r/sh(M

(81

and

•*=M x"|cth<M

p = CD .

it happens that

TQO
£ ch"(Mr) + 1 _ M3

sh* (Mr)

ch(Mr)

r sh" (Mr)
(9)

If / is a solution of Eq,<7) then the dat

KV = 0, gtJ = f\y , Fai° = 0,

( 10)
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will satisfy Eq.(S), that is also the full system of initial

constraints <*ta) ,because of time symmetry.The Yang-Mills initial

constraint (^b) for rescaled fields is satisfied trivially,since

r a L =0 and e C 4?C[P<p5C= O for the flat BP5 so 1 ut ion. There is no

initial value constraints for scalar fields. Therefore the above

data supplemented by dtp/dl = O give rise to the time evolution of

Einstein-Yang-Mi1Is-Higgs equations.It is an obvious remark that

at spatial infinity as well as in the limit of vanishing

graavitation the Yang-hi11s-Higgs counterpart of the solution

coincides with the BPB monopole.

There is freedom in scaling initial data .according to

various values of conformal factors c*, {3 in i 9 ) , Two possibilities

,however ,appear to be most at tractive.Let us recall after

,that the option with f^-3 is the unique one.Now we can assume a-(3

<=-3) to have the simplest possible equation (7) ;that case was

studied in ,The second possibility is still to retain fte-3 but

to take a=l .which is the most plausible option for generic

nonspherical fields ,In this paper we will study just the second

case,with ft=-3,oe=\ ,although the configuration is spherically

symme trie.

Our intention is to find a solution / of Eq.<7) which tends

to 1 at spatiai infinity.. The energy densities behave asympto-

—*ttically like r j thus very far from the center of the

configuration a solution of Eq.(7) would be well approximated by

the Reissner-Nordstrom solution

A/r

Inside the region of high density, however, no solution is

explicitly available; to get a solution we have to use numerical

nethods. It will be convenient to introduce new variables ,

and

x = M r

u = x f / M

The Eq.(7) reads now (assuming et=l,f*=-3 )

(lla)

(lib)

u = - n x p -u
-3 4 I-T

where

p - is x* + C £ chdcxJ + ti.-'sh4ix> - <t

In (lit prime denotes the differentiation with respect to the

variable X .

A qualitative investigation shows that near the origin

u = x const + o(x). Thus the initial data u(0> = 0, u'(0) f 0 are

acceptable , in accordance with our knowledge about a

solution of the elliptic equation (7), which has to achieve a

global maximum at J- = 0 i —^ f = 0 , f > 1.

IIt.Gravitating BPS monopoles ami trapped surfaces.

We will treat Eq.<15) as a dynamical system with initial data

u(0) = 0, u'(0> * O.Our final aim is to find a smooth solution

satisfying the asymptotic condition 1im uCjtJM ' /x = 1.



Ta achieve that we need a property expressed in the following

theorem.

Theorem 1. Assume that solutions u of Eq.UE) exist in the

semiaxis (O,co ) and that lim \Ux > 0 .If M < 0.61 then

scattering data u 'CooD depend continuously on initial

values,i.e.,

tu 'CctO-u '(oD\ < C \M 'COD—O 'COD\,where u,u are two solutions

generated by u 'COD,v ' COD respectively.

Before going to the proof let us prove a few propositions.

Proposition 1. A smooth positive solution u of Eq.(lH) satisfies

the inequali ty

Proof.

•u/x is proportional to / ,a solution of the elliptic equation

<7) with nonegative densities Ph , p y M .The inequality follows

from the Mini-Max principle.

Proposition 2. Let M^ < 0.61 and u,u be solutions of Eq.(lS)

which exist in (O,co) .If initially uCOD = \>COD = 0 and

£ s u 'COy - u 'COD > 0 .

then the difference u ' CxJ - v ' CX-> decreases as long as the

value of -u/x is greater than O ] 1 ' ' / ^ 1 and increases below

this point ,but always u '<TxJ> > u *CxD .

Pruof.

Since u 'COD > x> 'COD .there is an interval (0,XQ) such that

uCx> > -uCxD .Eq.(lS) can be written in the integral form,

= x \t 'COJ - n J dt Jotr T pCrDU/Cu/rD S+ M 2U/T I.

o o

The difference between the two solutions reads

u/x-u/x = u 'COD - x> 'COD -

= }dt f dr r pCrD p ^ - ^ V _ J+Cvsrtt 1

o o

~ £ + 6

Here the quantity 6 defined by the last equality is negative in

(O,x ) ,since the integrand is positive for U/K > \>/x >

C3Diy*Vti'/2Now it is easy to check that a difference between

derivatives of u and u is positive in (0,xo>:

u 'CxD-v 'CxD = u 'COD-XJ 'COD-

fdt tp\
Cu/LD Cu/LD*

= c - nfdt t p

O

e - n [dt t p C"±/t:> ~ 3 CE + 6D *

> c - n N! £ J dl t p Ce+&/£D

> £ Ct-nH2Jdt t pD +

O

if £ is sufficiently small.

= e Ci-ntf0.4951 > o ,

( 13)

10
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It means the existence of a larger set ( 0 , x ) ̂  (0,x ),such that

> ufX-1. Repeat ing this procedure a finite number Df times

,HE arrive finally to a point, say x such that

<a Cx J -'X = i'3 -) 1'' 4/ M±yZ i the derivative of u is always

greater than the derivative of v,although the difference between

them is decreasing.(The existence of x follows from Prop.1).For

x>x the derivative

d/dxi. u ' - \J " j = -npx [ xy* I+M2C-U/X.I* 1

-C-u/xl

becomes positive ,hence the difference -u '—u ' starts to grow

up.Thus under the conditions stated in Prop.3,always 11 '>v ' and

u > \J , provided that the initial values are sufficiently

close.Naw,to finish the proof one should take a set u 'CO.? ....,

u ^fOJ such that the difference between u,'<O> -u^^CO is small

while the end points are far apart.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem l.Let £ be small (we keep

the notation from Prop.2),We know that for each value of the

argument x differences u 'CxJ - u 'Cxi ,u-\> are positive .Take

very large x .-> x ; from general theory of ordinary differential
rt

equations one infers that tiCx _),ii 'fx J depend continuosly on

initial datum u 'COi (one can also show this by a direct

calculation,analogous to that of Prop.2).Hence it is sufficient

to consider only the interval ( x , CD ).

Let us compute the difference

CO

~n \d.t tp\ —

11

We have to estimate the difference u/x-v/x :

< u ' 'CttO+CuCx>—uCxP)Sx = (i (15)

In <15> ft is positive,by Prop.2,which yields also the first

inequality .From (1*») and (15) we obtain,after same algebra

ao

u ' -njdt tp\C "3-Cv/(t^> 3

< C c * C ft < £ C C + C } lu C , (16)

Z = n Jdt tp p MZ1 anc = C

The constant C is that one which appears in the estimation

u 'CxJ-y 'Cx2 £ C £ . and it is finite { that is to be shown

by explicit calculation or by invoking standard results of the

theory of ordinary differential equations ),

By assumption C is finite (notice that we assumed that

f.lirrm/'x) is finite jthis condition stated in Th . 1 is notx ̂  ao

necessary,but in cases of interest it is always satisfied),and

even more,it can be arbitrarily small,since p vanishes like r

at large distances and x can be very large.

IE
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Thus 0 < u 'CocD - v '<aO < c CC^ + C^>/(t-C_J .which

accomplishes the proof of Theorem 1.

As a trivial implication of Prop. 1 we have

0 5 lim u/x <r -a ' CO} for any positive solution of Eq,(12).If to
x**oo ' r

denote Iim u/x = a , then asymptotically a positive solution u

of Eq.<15) solves the equation

•u " = -n u'3 Cl (17)

Its solution reads uix) = |/A xX + B x * C with B 5 - <tAC =

= tt n (f+M a J.Now ,if to take into account the asymptotic
t/2

condition u M 1' sx =» i we may infer that M A = l,that is

n1^* = i .

Thus very far from the center of configuration a solution is

approximated by u = \f x2/n + Bx + C with B - kC/V\ = 3n, The

parameter B happens to be equal to the ADM mass of the whole

system.

These observations justify our numerical strategy,which

consists of following points

O Fix uCOJ = 0 ,u '<TGJ> * 0 and do calculations for a fixed value

of M ;

ii> keep M and change u '(05 so many times as tD get for large

values of x the situation in which there are two sets of

data,say -ut'CO) and u 'COJsuch that uf M sx < t and u^

M /x > t .Here u , u develop from u 'COy, \L£'CO'>

.respectively.

Now we infer from Th.1 that there should exist an intermediate

value v^'CO) , -u^COX ^'C0-> < u.£
tCO5 such that u#M

approaches 1 as x tends to infinity.

13

In terms af the variables x.u, and a parameter M the

fallowing expression is af particular interest,

HC-xD 5 V\if'£ < 2 u •<*} - u /* J .

The subscript attached to u specifies a value of M connected

with the solution .In the original variables H=^-c'/ r>/f ; hence

for H nonpositive somewhere,spherical trapped surfaces do occur

7

We have done several numerical calculations to show the

existence of trapped surfaces .The investigation was made easier

thanks to a technical result of Prop.3.

Proposition 3.

A positive solution of Eq.(l2> with a horizon (i.e.,with HC-uKx}

CO somewhere) can exist only for M t= (0.37,1.6).

The proof is done in the Appendix.

The existence of trapped surfaces was established in

configurations corresponding to several pairs of data ,e.g.

i'J u •(<>> = S. 6S . M S Q. SO ;

iii u 'COJ1 = 15.7 , n SO.9O ;

i(!J u 'CO) = iOO , M S 0.94 ,

Remark.The above data show that in fact we need a stranger

result than stated in Th.1 , to cover at least the case with

MI=0.6't.We have restricted to the previous number just to avoid

complications ahich would obscure the main idea of the proof.It

is essentially easy to improve the upper bound by careful

inspection of coefficients in Prop.S above; this is the unique

step of the proof of Th.1 which depends on the estimate M <0.£>l.

We conlude this section by pointing out that the initial data
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(10) (with a=\,ft=-3 and fields given by formulae (8) ) of

Einstein-Yang-Mills-Higgs equations with /= u M Sx given by the

above pairs D-iiiJ .contain trapped surfaces in the Cauchy

surface.

IV.The case with no apparent horizons.

In this section we will study initial data (10) with a-fl=-3 and

/ 'x generated by a solution u of the equation

u ' ' = -2 n p u

11

(18)

That case was studied in .where trapped surfaces were shown to

be absent .The key step of the proof consisted in the application

of a necessary result for the existence of trapped surfaces proven

earlier in 6.Here we will give a different and much simpler

proof.

We recall a few facts related ta Eq.(lB) .There is a number

,c = 1.65^ such that for n '<Oi < c # all solutions have ta vanish

somewhere ;this exemplifies Wheeler's bag of gold

configuration1 and was described in detail in .For u 'C0> >c#

all solutions of Eq.(lB) have correct asymptotic behaviour.The

numerical investigation has shown the absence of apparent horizons

for a finite number of examples.The problem is to show that this

is a generic property , i.e., that for u ' C O >z.^ trapped surfaces

are absent.In was employed the above mentioned qualitative

result.Here we solve this problem in a different way.

15

Theorem S.Let u be a solution of Eq.(18) generated by u 'COD >ct

and let HCxi J>/M = Sv. ' - -u sx be positive everywhere,

i.e., trapped surfaces are absent.Then for all Cauchy data (10)

with a=(1*-3 corresponding to solutions u of Eq.(lS) generated by

u 'C05 > u 'CO3 , trapped surfaces are absent.

Proof.We will show that under the above conditions

HCxO,'T\i/Z > HCu Z/Yi}/^ . H9)

which proves thesis .since H is known to be positive.

In fact ,at x=0 , H< u} = -u ' CQ5 > u ' C02 = HCu .1 .Notice that

u "Cxy > -ut"Cxl . u 'CxJ i ut'(x3 and wcxj i u fxO; these

inequalities follow directly from Eq.(16) and u ''"O1 *• 11 'CO"1 Noî

it is easy to see that

•J
HCuJ 1 •• M' *̂ i£' + u ' x i

at every point x > 0. This proves (17).

Thus.it suffices to take u # as close as possible to c and

to check that its corresponding configuration does not contain

trapped surfaces? that programme has been done in ''.The above

theorem allows us to conclude that trapped surfaces are absent in

all configurations with the scaling a=^=-3.
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Appendix.

Ue prove Prop.3 from Sec.111..

Proposition 3.ft solution of Eq.(lS) with a horizon and such that

u/x > 0 ( x-foo ) .can exist only far M € (0.37,1.6).

Proof.

In the "first part we prove the estimation from above.Let w be a

solution of the equation

' ' = -n Ca (Al)
a a. ' a'

where C = i-n.fl p .- x<a > and p is given below the formula (IS).

If u is a solution of Eq.(lS) such that uCO}=w CO}=O ,u "CO}

~ w ' C O , then obviously \± S w .

The Eq.fj4f-> possesses bound states forflt M a > n S4 jthus

the necessary condition for w (and u) to have to required

asymptotic behaviour reads
-̂ > 1S?

M < ( n a/C4 C } ) . CJ4£J

a
C^^J yields the above estimation if to take a=2,O and observe that

then C S 0.074 .
a

In the second part we derive the estimate from below.This is

done in two steps.

Lemma.If u 'C0} > c^Ci/2 + Cu 'CO} J4 V?/2 I1'4 .where c# is

specified in Sec.IV,then a solution xiCx? of Eq.(lB) does not

possess a horizon.

Proof of Lemma .Notice (see Sec.111 ) that u/x ^ u 'CO} and

therefore ti > h. .where n. ' CO} = -a ' COJ . hCol = xi 'CO} = O and f\ is

a solution of

ft, ' ' = -n p x4 h 3 C 1 * CM -CO>^4 V? 1 • (A3)

Now define

17

u = h I 1/2 + fu 'CO}}4 n^---2 1 1'4 ;

ti solves the equation

4. — *f

and u "^0J > c # .

Hence WCuJ = 2 v ' - v/x is positive,accord ing to results of

Sec. IV . Methods analogous to those from Sec.IV show that HCu} >

i.HCv} ; that is ,under the conditions stated in Lemma , a horizon

is absent.

To finish the proof of the second part of Prop.,let us

note,that if we want to allow the existence of trapped surfaces,

we must have solutions with initial data satisfying the converse

of the inequality stated in Lemma,i.e.,

u 'co} < ĉ  f (/? + fu -co} }4 vr,s£y/4 . CAB}

CA6} and the obvious estimation K 'CO} M > t imply the desired

estimate M > 0.37 .

That kind of reasoning can be repeated to get even better

estimates from b(?low.
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